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A qualitatively new, much more liberal and efficient organisation of science
is proposed and justified in connection with emerging international science
structures, such as the European Research Council, and growing debates
about further role and development of fundamental science.

Increasing international cooperation in science today constitutes an important part of the growing
globalisation tendency and leads to intense activity of science organisation at the emerging superior level of
explicitly globalised knowledge. A fresh example is provided by the proposition to create the European
Research Council (ERC) [1,2] that would monitor the fundamental science development in Europe,
complementing various existing institutions and tools, which are oriented mainly to practical, technological
applications of science [3]. However, fundamental science organisation and purposes form a subject of
vivid discussion in recent years revealing a number of intrinsic, deeply rooted problems [4-39], and it
would be quite relevant to take into account the emerging conclusions and to choose only those solutions
for the new, international science organisation that would not reproduce (and inevitably amplify) its wellknown limitations at the previous (basically national) level. In this connection one should not forget an
essential difference between the applied and fundamental science development: while the former is
naturally guided by the powerful pressure of immediate practical purposes, the latter is largely left with its
own, internal “criteria of truth” and estimates (referring only to hypothetical, less predictable consequences
in a remote enough future), which multiply increases the danger of various spurious, subjective influences
in fundamental science, leading to impasses and harmful practical effects, especially in the current situation
of socially high stakes and globally amplified ambitions.
It is a well-known fact (see e.g. [3-6,12,13,24,27,38,39]) that practical organisation of fundamental
science is dominated now by the rigidly fixed and highly centralised (pyramidal) kind of structure, or
unitary system, which reproduces the main properties of the administrative, or command, type of economic
organisation within a totalitarian system of power (exemplified by the recently fallen Communist regime in
the former Soviet Union and its ideological satellites).1 The “central power” decides eventually everything
in that kind of organisation (though most often not by direct orders), contrary to mainly “personal”
(independent) kind of elementary decisions and the “distributed”, dynamically emerging evaluation of
their results in the non-totalitarian, liberal (or “free-market”) system, whose dynamics is always more
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chaotic in the details. The unitary formal structure of science is efficiently supported also by less formal,
emerging tools of centralised control, such as the notorious “peer review” system [10-16] that determines
eventually every real action (publication, financial support) in fundamental science and is considered for the
moment as a key instrument also for the new national or international institutions, such as ERC [1,2]. It
does not need to be proved that practical efficiency of the unitary system is intrinsically low and cannot be
increased without changing its nature for a liberal type of structure. Whereas the economic version of this
conclusion has been progressively recognised almost everywhere, in the fundamental science structure we
remain strangely at the level of the most centralised regimes of the past and continue to suffer
unnecessarily from the inevitable destructive consequences of that outdated “intellectual totalitarianism”
exerted in various, explicit and implicit, forms [4-6,10-16,21-24,27-30,34-39].2
But similar to social system case, the time comes when the current unitary system, because of its
intrinsic deficiency, cannot maintain and develop its activity any more, even if the system is not subjectively
challenged from the outside. Today we have attained just that “critical state” in European (and world)
science, irrespective of material prosperity or technological successes. The sacramental “to be or not to
be?” quickly loses its rhetorical flavour and acquires the rough practical meaning of dramatic degradation
and effective disappearance of the whole large and once flourishing disciplines, especially among
fundamental and “exact” sciences, such as various branches of physics.3 The long stagnation in their
essential development (absence of fundamental “discoveries”) leads inevitably to considerable loss of
public interest (especially on the background of purely empirical, technological successes), which in turn
provokes further decrease of creativity, thus closing the self-amplifying “positive feedback loop” of
destructive tendency that quickly grows and invades the whole system. Numerous and detailed discussions
of this and other aspects of modern situation in fundamental science can easily be found in a variety of
serious enough sources [5-37] which cannot be suspected of artificially organised subjective attack,
especially if one takes into account the accompanying much larger body of informally transmitted opinions
and attitudes. But whereas particular criticism of the existing science organisation grows “exponentially”,
the root of the problem is not clearly specified in a unified manner and therefore the proposed solutions are
reduced either to “treatment of symptoms”, i. e. illusive “amelioration” of the evidently outdated,
fundamentally irrelevant kind of science organisation, or to mechanistic support of its occurring
degradation presented as a new, progressive “mode” (cf. e. g. [24-26]), despite the evident drop of quality.
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It is not difficult to see that the same conclusions refer, in principle, to the whole structure of state power, or more generally
“public institutions”, including most “democratic”, formally liberal versions of their organisation. Indeed, today that
traditional organisation of “common services” becomes also inefficient and dangerously degrading in all its results, which
only confirms the serious necessity to consider other possible kinds of organisation that could be conveniently tested just for
the case of science organisation, remaining relatively independent of other state functions. In any case, the unitary structure
in science is especially outdated and harmful with respect to other public services because efficient science is an intrinsically
creative, individually structured and unpredictable in detail, kind of activity, the property that contradicts directly and
permanently the unitary general organisation of state. A good scientist is always bad in the role of a standard state “clerk” or
“official” (and still worse as a “bureaucrat”), and the reverse. Whereas the “traditional”, unitary organisation of science is
inherited from previous epochs of hot and cold wars, where one of the main arguments in favour of science at a “national”
level has been creation of ever more powerful weapons and other “strategically” important tasks (national energy sources,
communication means, etc.), the emerging more and more “globalised”, inter-dependent continent and world structure is
incompatible with fundamental scientists being considered as small soldiers of big armies engaged in a military fight with
each other (certain current attempts to provoke an artificial return to the “old good times” of the “hot”, and bloody, history
only demonstrate the deep crisis of the conventional, unitary organisation of society and civilisation).
3 A visibly much more prosperous state of “soft”, especially biological sciences should not be misleading: these branches of
fundamental knowledge only repeat, in a compressed form, the previous evolution of physics, starting from an impressive
series of “epochal” discoveries and ending in successful applications that leave no place for creative development of
fundamental knowledge. The latter is certainly necessary as persisting “mysteries” and growing inconsistencies in physics
convincingly demonstrate, but it is possible only within a qualitatively new kind of science organisation at a “high-tech”
civilisation stage. The conventional, unitary science organisation will inevitably tend to strongly limit its development to
purely empirical, short-sighted technology support: the hardest barrier for development is always created by a successful
development itself, and the unitary organisation of science is intrinsically unable to propose a way out of that auto-impasse,
while the conceptually blind, but empirically omnipotent technology necessarily becomes fatally destructive (cf. [40]).
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A more radical, but well substantiated and quality-guided cure I would like to defend here can be
understood by analogy to the transition from the command to liberal economy, but is provided also with a
deep scientific basis in terms of the new, universal concept of complexity, where it is described as the
emerging, inevitable ascent to a “higher complexity level” of system dynamics by a “generalised phase
transition” [38]. This rigorous, scientific interpretation only confirms the evident, common-sense
application of the above economic analogy and states that the exhausted unitary, centralised type of
organisation should and can be progressively replaced now by a qualitatively different, much more
variable, highly interactive community of (usually) small and independent enterprises, tentatively
designated here as Creative Research Units (CRU), each of them constituting the minimum self-sufficient
unit of professional scientific research or management related to science. The proper research units are
engaged in scientific problem solution as such, whereas its evaluation and presentation for various funding
opportunities is performed by separate enterprises of management which obtain their part from successful
project funding (or, say, from unmerited funding they reveal by their specially attributed function) and
compete among them for larger numbers of more successful results. Total professional and public openness
of each project results, their evaluation and use is another feature of the new structure of science, closely
related to the independent, liberal operation mode of the main structural units (similar to the regulated
market economy). A variety of CRUs with different, and suitably changing, dynamically adaptable
purposes and sizes will naturally, “spontaneously” emerge and evolve, at a national, European, and world
scale, similar to the dynamics of developed, sustainable market structure. This transition to the superior
complexity of science structure is inevitable because of the increasingly and now critically growing
complexity in the science content and the universal law of correspondence, or symmetry, of complexity
[38,39] rigorously confirming the practically obvious requirement of correspondence between complexity
of the system form (organisation) and content (it is now critically missing in the unitary science structure).
In particular, initiation of several enterprises of the new kind and the corresponding “interactive”
monitoring within the future ERC activity represents a convenient opportunity for introduction of the new
kind of science structure in Europe and elsewhere. Certain “germs” of the new kind of structure
spontaneously appear (and grow), by the way, already within the unitary system (and often in opposition to
it), in the form of various, more or less independent, science “foundations” and special, usually private,
“institutes” (cf. e. g. [13,24]), but they cannot fully realise the potentialities of the new kind of organisation
they actually represent because of the absence of other essential members of the community (such as
management enterprises) and their provisional, unstable status with respect to the dominating unitary
system. On the other hand, various informal “groups of support” of particular initiatives (“lobbies”)
emerge within the unitary system management, but they also preserve their formally “underground” status
and restricted efficiency of final results (where today's difficulties in advancement of any new idea about
the content or structure of science provide many real examples of those limitations). In all those situations
one deals with “subcritical seeds” of the new structure, in terms of the physics of structure formation, in
which an intuitively transparent result is rigorously demonstrated, namely that the appearing small germs of
the new, objectively favoured structure should nevertheless possess a big enough (though generally small)
size in order to ensure its further stable growth. One can say thus that creation and support of a number of
small, but “above-critical” seeds of the new structure of science, as it is outlined here, can be seen as an
important practical purpose of science development within new initiatives, such as ERC, which can
provide an additional, conceptually strong support and meaning for those initiatives themselves.
The new system is intrinsically oriented towards explicit creation in research [38,39], which is
appreciated most and practically determines everything else, contrary to the domination of formal
“positions” in the unitary system, inevitably brought to a collapse because of the inherent contradiction
between its structure and formally announced “high” purposes. In particular, due to the knowledge market
dynamics itself, the efficiency of new knowledge production is naturally and independently estimated by
qualitative properties of the results, i. e. the explicit, consistent, and thus certainly useful problem
solutions, as opposed to apparently senseless, but inevitably dominating quantitative estimates of the
“intensity of attempts” in the self-seeking unitary structure. The creative scientist is now liberated from the
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routine “paper work” imposed by the exhausting fight for “positions”: instead, he is actually “attacked” by
requests to do this work for him, coming from competing management enterprises which look anxiously
for “promising” projects, the main source of their existence (but the same reasons will also force them to
reject, or considerably improve, low-quality projects that constitute a potential source of their losses). The
intrinsic creativity of genuine science finds thus its new and unlimited realisation within the new kind of
organisation, in close relation to the intrinsically high, sustainable quality of results, whereas the unitary
system is inevitably opposed to any true novelty and hence creative, high-quality science, the latter
remaining, however, the unique source of subjective “interest” of both scientists and “general public”
(giving, in particular, each next generation of scientists). The resulting living, self-developing knowledge
market will naturally eliminate the dangerously growing separation of “professional” science from other
spheres of activity, “practical life”, “amateur scientists”, and the related “public interest”, which is another
“irresolvable”, inevitably growing problem within the unitary science structure [17-26,35-39].
Note that the conventional, commercial market, though being liberal intrinsically, operates within a
unitary kind of social structure (including the most “democratic” versions of unitary system), whose
modern realisation is closely related to the industrial, massive and simplifying, way of production and life
style. This omnipresent “industrialisation” is objectively opposed to the unreduced creativity of the
formally liberal market dynamics and largely kills its “evolutionary” advantages, especially at the modern
stage of the “developed” (democratic) unitary system (cf. e.g. ref. [41]). In this respect, the proposed nonunitary science organisation is designed to avoid not only authoritarian centralisation of power, but also its
“liberal” version appearing as industrial, standardising and complexity-destroying approach, in science as
well as in material production. Such qualitative change of tendency is possible due to the intrinsically
creative character of scientific activity, now liberated from the formal subordination to the unitary
bureaucratic hierarchy of imposed “governors”. In that way one performs also the necessary transition
from the industrial, severely reduced and eventually destructive “liberty”, to the unreduced creativity of
interactive CRUs, provided the underlying basic principles outlined above are maintained in practical
initiation of the emerging new system (that becomes then autonomously, dynamically sustainable above a
critical size/age).
And finally, it is important that both rigorous justification of transition to the qualitatively new,
nonunitary kind of science structure and the experience of practical transition realisation are naturally and
directly extendible to other spheres of “common-service” activity, with the evident relevance to the
currently emerging “critical” situation in unitary governance of any public and private structures of all
scales (cf. popular discussions about “open society” [24,41] or “non-governmental organisations” and the
related problems of development [42]). The role of Europe and its intellectual elites in this larger,
inevitably forthcoming transition to the new structure of society [38] must be active and “decisionmaking”, if the current tendency of stagnation and decline is ever to be replaced by the intrinsic creation.
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